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Recent Chinese initiatives that imply a more pro-active approach in 
foreign and defense policy are the product of ongoing debate in Beijing 
over how to define PRC national interests toward China’s periphery.  
Departing from Beijing’s approach during most of the reform era, they 
suggest a decreased emphasis on Deng Xiaoping’s longstanding 
exhortation for China to remain modest and maintain a low profile in its 
external relations.  Among the many questions this raises for China's 
external relations going forward, the most important is how Beijing will 
reconcile the contradictory policy imperatives of deepening positive 
relations with neighboring countries while more firmly advancing China’s 
territorial and resource interests and claims. 

 
Introduction 
On October 24–25, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) held an unprecedented work 
forum (zuotan 座谈) on Chinese diplomacy toward the periphery (zhoubian 周边), that is, 
those land and maritime areas adjacent to China.  This was reportedly the first major 
meeting on foreign policy since 2006 and the first forum specifically on periphery 
diplomacy since the establishment of the PRC in 1949.  It was attended, most notably, 
“by the entire Standing Committee of the Politburo, various organs of the Central 
Committee, State Counselors, the central leading small group with responsibility for 
foreign affairs, and Chinese ambassadors to important countries.”1 
 
While reflecting the growing significance of these areas for Chinese national security and 
economic development, the forum was also presumably held at least in part to respond to 
increasing tensions between Beijing and many nearby states in recent years due to 
worsening territorial and resource disputes.  Such tensions are arguably undermining 
China’s longstanding effort to strengthen positive and beneficial political, economic, and 
security relations with its neighbors. 
 
The forum’s apparent objective was to improve Beijing’s management of its relations 
with the periphery and resolve existing problems by embedding PRC diplomacy toward 
this critical region more fully into China’s overall strategic objectives of peaceful, 
reform-based national development, the strengthening of security along the Chinese 
border, and the protection or advancement of Chinese territorial and natural resource 
claims.2  Specifically, Chinese media reported that the work forum aimed to “establish 
the strategic objectives, basic principles, and overall setup of the peripheral diplomatic 
work in the next five to ten years, and define the line of thinking on work and the 
implementation plans for resolving major issues facing peripheral diplomacy.”3 
 
                                                
*The author is greatly indebted to Audrye Wong for her invaluable assistance in the preparation of this 
article. 
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In addressing such ambitious objectives at the work forum, General Secretary Xi Jinping 
reportedly provided policy guidance designed to “1) enhance political good will; 2) 
deepen regional economic integration; 3) increase China’s cultural influence; and 4) 
improve regional security cooperation.”4 However, Xi also “directed efforts to socialize 
the region to accept China’s view of its ‘core interests’ and validated efforts to enforce 
PRC sovereignty and territorial claims against rival disputants.”5 
 
These initiatives imply a higher level of Chinese pro-activism in foreign and defense 
policy and a broader definition of PRC national interests toward its periphery than has 
characterized Beijing’s approach during most of the reform era.  In particular, they 
suggest at the very least a decreased emphasis on Deng Xiaoping’s longstanding 
exhortation for China to remain modest and maintain a low profile in its external 
relations.6  They also raise many questions and potential problems for China's external 
relations going forward. This includes, most importantly, how Beijing will reconcile the 
potentially contradictory policy imperatives of deepening positive relations with 
neighboring countries while more resolutely advancing or protecting China’s territorial 
and resource interests and claims.7  While Xi Jinping’s remarks at the work forum and 
elsewhere address this issue to some extent (as discussed below), there is little doubt that 
it and other related issues continue to generate significant discussion and debate in China, 
given the overall importance of periphery diplomacy to the success of Beijing’s reform-
era policy objectives, as well as the inherent tensions resulting from the simultaneous 
attempt to improve relations with neighboring states while advancing contentious 
sovereignty and resource claims. 
 
This article examines views among Chinese leaders and officials and between the 
leadership, informed observers or analysts, and various scholars and commentators 
regarding periphery diplomacy, focusing primarily on commentary and statements 
appearing during and after the October 2013 work forum.  As in several previous issues 
of CLM, our examination of Chinese views on this topic distinguishes between three 
basic types of Chinese sources:  authoritative; quasi-authoritative; and non-authoritative.8 
In examining these sources, particular attention is given to: a) the authoritative PRC 
government viewpoint (if publicly available); b) variations that might exist among 
Chinese commentators (both authoritative and otherwise), in both substance and tone; c) 
those views that appear to constitute a mainstream or consensus approach; and d) those 
views that appear most controversial among Chinese observers.  Our analysis of these 
sources is primarily based on a qualitative assessment of individual views appearing in a 
wide range of Chinese official and unofficial media.  
 
The article examines Chinese views on four basic aspects of periphery diplomacy, 
presented below as four sections: definitions and features; rationale and objectives; 
methods and challenges of implementation; and evaluations and implications. 
 
In examining Chinese views on this topic, the article seeks to answer several specific 
questions about China’s foreign policy:  How do the Chinese define their nation’s 
periphery, and what do they think are or should be the core elements of China’s 
diplomacy toward its periphery?  What has motivated this new emphasis on China’s 
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periphery, and what are the primary and secondary objectives of periphery diplomacy?  
What diplomatic and other measures, including military force, is Beijing using, and in 
what manner, to attain its goals toward the periphery?  How is Beijing attempting to 
balance the need to maintain beneficial relations with periphery states and the need to 
protect and advance its territorial and resource claims?  How should periphery diplomacy 
relate to China’s larger foreign and domestic policy goals, including the maintenance of 
constructive relations with the United States?  Are there significant differences on these 
issues among authoritative Chinese sources, between authoritative and non-authoritative 
sources, and between civilian and military sources? 
 
The article concludes with a summary of the findings and an assessment of some 
implications of the preceding analysis for Chinese foreign policy, the regional order, and 
U.S.-China relations in particular. 
 
Definitions and Features 
The development of positive relations with China’s neighbors has been an important part 
of Beijing’s overall reform-era foreign policy since at least the early 1990s, when 
statements emphasizing this need became relatively commonplace.9  China’s periphery 
was first stressed as being of “primary importance” in China’s foreign policy at the 16th 
Party Congress in 2002.  At that time, the CCP formulated a diplomatic approach that 
stated: “big powers are the key; neighbors are paramount; developing countries are the 
foundation; and multilateralism is an important stage.”  A year later, the concept of “good 
neighborhood, secure neighborhood, and wealthy neighborhood” was coined by former 
Premier Wen Jiabao as an overarching description of China’s objectives toward periphery 
states.10 
 
Overall, under former President Hu Jintao, periphery diplomacy was seen as part of the 
very positive notion of developing a “harmonious world” and was distinguished from 
more complex and potentially contentious relations with great powers.11  However, in 
recent years, the positive features of periphery diplomacy in advancing stability, 
harmony, and development have been augmented by a clearer and greater stress on the 
need to safeguard China’s national interests and defend its rights in periphery regions, 
especially with regard to territorial sovereignty and maritime resources.  This will be 
discussed in more detail later in this section.12  
 
Authoritative and quasi-authoritative Chinese sources do not specifically define the 
geographical extent of China’s periphery.  However, the public remarks of senior Chinese 
officials suggest that the main countries on China’s periphery, and thus the primary focus 
of periphery diplomacy at present, include nearby smaller and middle-range states.13 
 
Some non-authoritative Chinese observers offer similar but generally more explicit 
definitions of China’s periphery.  For example, one observer states that periphery 
diplomacy includes relations with nations located in six bordering and nearby regions, 
including Central Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, and, for some 
observers, parts of West Asia and the South Pacific.14  
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Other definitions of China’s periphery are extremely expansive, in both geography and 
the types of nations and diplomacies involved.  For example, one non-authoritative but 
well-placed observer (Yuan Peng, vice president of the China Institute of Contemporary 
International Relations, or CICIR, a think tank attached to the Ministry of State Security) 
defines China’s periphery in terms of three rings.  The “inside ring” consists of the 14 
nations that share land borders with China.  The “middle ring” includes the maritime 
countries that extend from the inner ring, as well as areas in the west Pacific to the Indian 
Ocean and to parts of central Asia and Russia that do not directly border China.  The so-
called “outer ring” extends to the circle of Africa, Europe, and America.  Together, Yuan 
(and a few other non-authoritative observers) refer to these areas as the “great 
periphery.”15  
 
From such broad definitions, it is clear that, for many Chinese observers, China’s entire 
periphery is conceived of as a very large region that includes both developing and 
developed powers, as well as small, middle, and great powers such as Russia, India, 
Japan, and the United States.  As a result, for many such observers, periphery diplomacy 
should contain elements of great power diplomacy, “developing country diplomacy,” and 
even “multilateral diplomacy,” considering the fact that various regional and sub-regional 
organizations such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), the East Asia 
Summit (EAS), APEC, and so forth, are composed of periphery nations and engage in 
activities on China’s periphery.16  
 
However, as noted above, authoritative sources generally present a less broad and 
complex definition of the main elements and features of periphery diplomacy, focusing 
on relations with small and medium powers.  At the October 2013 work forum, Xi 
Jinping and other senior officials identified a four-part philosophy or approach to guide 
diplomacy toward such nations, centering on efforts to convey or realize affinity or amity, 
sincerity, mutual benefit, and inclusiveness.17 
 
According to a subsequent authoritative source,  
 

Amity refers to consolidating the friendship marked by geographical 
proximity and intimate relationship. . . . Sincerity refers to the way of 
treating people with sincerity and getting along with other people by 
gaining their trust…. Mutual benefit refers to the idea of cooperation that 
benefits the surrounding areas and produces mutually beneficial win-win 
outcomes. . . . Inclusiveness refers to demonstration of the big power 
broadmindedness, openness, tolerance and readiness to seek common 
grounds while reserving differences.18  

 
These are of course all positive and friendly (i.e., “good-neighborly”) features of 
periphery diplomacy that generally resonate with earlier approaches to nearby states.19 
 
For some authoritative, quasi-authoritative, and non-authoritative Chinese observers, 
such features are closely linked with several recent initiatives in foreign policy and 
economic development, including  “the new type of great power relationship,” the “China 
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Dream,” and the Silk Road and Maritime Silk Road Economic Belts proposed by Xi 
Jinping, as well as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and the Bangladesh-China-
India-Myanmar Economic Corridor.  All these concepts stress the deepening of mutually 
beneficial, cooperative, and “win-win” relationships with countries in Asia and beyond.  
Moreover, the concept of the Silk Road economic belts and the economic corridors, along 
with other initiatives such as planned oil pipelines and energy agreements, envisions the 
development of a closer web of common economic and other interests in periphery 
countries that will benefit Chinese and local interests (more on this important point 
below.20 
 
Beyond such economic features, some authoritative sources also refer to political and 
security activities that support the positive, “win-win” objectives of periphery diplomacy.  
These include the signing of a “Central Asian Nuclear Free Weapon Zone Treaty” and 
progress in border negotiations with India, for example.21  But much of the emphasis is 
on the economic aspects of periphery diplomacy.  
 
At the same time, as noted above, in recent years, periphery diplomacy is now also 
defined as including approaches designed to “safeguard” China’s sovereignty over both 
territory and resources.  Although the official press releases of the October 2013 work 
forum did not mention sensitive territorial or resource disputes with nearby states, such 
issues were definitely discussed, according to knowledgeable observers.22 Xi Jinping 
hinted at this in remarks to the October 2013 work forum.  He twice mentioned the need 
for China to safeguard national sovereignty, security, and development interests as part of 
periphery diplomacy.23 
 
This echoes views expressed in former General Secretary Hu Jintao’s work report to the 
18th Party Congress held nearly a year earlier, in November 2012.  The report stated that 
“while China should deepen mutually beneficial cooperation and strive to further develop 
to assist neighboring countries, it also should ‘resolutely safeguard’ national sovereignty, 
security, development interests; never succumb to any outside pressure; and ‘resolutely 
safeguard China's maritime rights and interests, and build a maritime power.’”24  
 
In general, authoritative sources that address China’s periphery diplomacy since the 18th 
Party Congress do not repeat the strong phrase “never succumb to outside pressure,” nor 
do they emphasize the need to resolutely safeguard China’s maritime rights and interests.  
One above-cited authoritative source states that, in handling disputes with neighbors, 
China has attempted to follow the above four-part “maxim” outlined at the October 2013 
work forum and display “sincerity in conducting consultations on an equal footing with 
the relevant nations.”25 
 
The standard Foreign Ministry statement on China’s general approach to handling 
disputes over territorial and maritime rights is similarly moderate.  For example, Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi stated in March 2014: 
 

Regarding our disputes with some countries over territorial and ocean 
rights and interests, we are willing to peacefully and properly handle them 
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through equal consultations and talks on the basis of respecting historical 
facts and of international laws. In this regard we will also absolutely not 
change in the future. We will absolutely not bully small countries just 
because we are a big country, nor will we accept small countries to kick 
up a row. China's position is resolute and clear on issues involving 
territory and sovereignty. We do not want an inch of territory that does not 
belong to us. But we will protect each inch of the territory that belongs to 
us.26 

 
Stronger assertions of the need to staunchly defend China’s maritime sovereignty rights, 
as part of periphery diplomacy, are most often found in authoritative military sources, as 
well as quasi- and non-authoritative sources on the subject. 
 
For example, on May 23, 2014, Ministry of National Defense spokesperson Geng 
Yansheng stated: 
 

Our determination and will to defend national territorial sovereignty and 
maritime rights and interests are unswerving; on this issue there is 
absolutely no room for bargaining, and any provocative actions will not be 
tolerated. . . . At present, we have with certain periphery countries some 
disputed issues regarding territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and 
interests; these problems are all provoked by other countries, and the 
responsibility is not on China.27 

 
The quasi-authoritative source “Zhong Sheng” states that, although China adheres to the 
path of peaceful development, it “will, under no circumstance, abandon our legitimate 
rights and interests and sacrifice the national core interests. On the strength, China is 
strong but ‘does not show off its force’ and ‘does not flex its muscles.’ We insist on 
properly handling and resolving disputes through consultation and negotiations.”28 
 
Some non-authoritative sources characterize Beijing’s greater emphasis on defending 
China’s interests regarding sovereignty and resource disputes on its periphery as the 
“bottom line principle” (底线原则).  This conveys the notion that, while adhering to the 
past dictum of shelving disputes and engaging in joint development, Beijing now 
allegedly stresses the need to “stick to the bottom line” of defending China’s sovereignty 
rights.29 According to some (foreign) observers, this concept derives from Xi Jinping’s 
increased emphasis on defending China’s “core interests” and “validates recent PRC 
efforts to enforce its sovereignty claims against rival claimants.”30 
 
Rationale and Objectives 
As the above discussion suggests, Beijing’s stress on periphery diplomacy is intended to 
strengthen China’s relations with periphery countries in many areas while defending its 
core interests regarding sovereignty issues.  But what exactly has prompted the Chinese 
leadership to place such an unprecedentedly strong and specific emphasis on these 
activities at this time?  And what specific goals or outcomes does Beijing have in mind 
regarding periphery diplomacy? 
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Both authoritative and non-authoritative sources assert that periphery diplomacy reflects 
the recent, growing importance of periphery regions to China’s overall security and 
national development.  In his remarks to the October 2013 work forum, Xi Jinping 
highlighted the new situation emerging along China’s periphery.  He stated that “there 
have been great changes in the peripheral environment, that there have been great 
changes in our country's relations with peripheral countries, that our country's economy 
and trade ties with peripheral countries have become closer and closer, and our 
interactions with them have become close in an unprecedented way.”31 Foreign Minister 
Wang Yi stressed that “China’s destiny is linked with those of peripheral countries,” 
given the forces of regional integration and the growing importance of the Asia-Pacific 
region for the world’s economic growth.32 
 
One quasi-authoritative source also points to a variety of Asian economic issues and 
problems underlying the new emphasis on periphery diplomacy, including a “lack of 
balance among various sub-regions in Asia in terms of development” and an absence of 
“strong [economic] bonds” between these sub-regions.  The concepts of a Silk Road 
economic belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, stretching across Central Asia, South 
Asia, Southeast Asia, and Western Asia, along with the economic corridors in Southeast 
and South Asia, are intended to address this situation.33 
 
Non-authoritative sources provide far more detail regarding the motivation behind 
Beijing’s unprecedented focus on periphery diplomacy since late 2013 and its more 
assertive approach to handling sovereignty disputes.  Analyses appearing in the period 
from roughly 2008–2010 present a picture not only of the increasing overall importance, 
economic and otherwise, of periphery regions for an emerging China, but also of growing 
Chinese concerns over adverse security developments in periphery countries.  
 
A researcher at CICIR identified three reasons why China’s periphery region holds a very 
high level of strategic importance: 
 

First . . . [it] is the main theater where China preserves national security, 
defends its sovereign unity and territorial integrity, and unfolds the 
struggle against separatism; it is the frontline and outpost for China’s 
defense against enemy incursions, and the buffer zone and strategic screen 
for China in keeping the enemy outside the gate. . . . Second . . . [it] is “the 
key link and vital area for China's rise that world powers cannot cross [!], 
the main support point and strategic dependence zone for China to become 
an independent pole in a multipolar pattern, and the main stage for China 
to display its strength to the outside world, exert influence, play a role, and 
undertake its ‘responsibilities as a power.’  Third, …it is not only an 
important trade market and investment site for China but is also the main 
source of China's energy source and resource imports, or the strategic 
route for such imports; it is a region where land and sea routes are highly 
concentrated.34 

 
In 2008, another CICIR researcher offered several additional reasons why the strategic 
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value of the periphery had increased and become more challenging.  First, periphery 
states now desire that China “show more concern for them” as China’s economic, 
political, and military influence grows and Beijing is asked to contribute more to the 
growth of developing countries in general.  Second, the security environment on China’s 
periphery is becoming more complex, with the strengthening of traditional military 
alliances, the expansion of foreign military bases, and the deployment of new weapons 
systems such as ballistic missile defenses.  In addition, “some people are plotting ‘color 
revolutions’ and ‘kasaya revolutions’ to revamp the regimes among China's neighbors, 
and some people are pushing ‘values diplomacy’ in a bid to build a ‘democratic 
encirclement’ around China.”  Third, inter-state or global issues involving periphery 
countries, such as environment, climate, disease, and various social issues, present 
complex advantages and disadvantages, successes and failures, and growing levels of 
competition.  Fourth, “globalization and informatization” have brought the world closer 
together, creating new linkages while magnifying both China’s impact on others and the 
impact of others on China.35 
 
By 2010, Chinese analysts at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) Institute 
for Asia-Pacific Studies had produced a report, entitled "2010: Assessment Report on the 
Situation on China's Periphery," which concluded: “the security pressure in China’s 
periphery [has] increased and signs of deterioration [have] emerged in periphery 
diplomacy.”  According to the report, such pressures include, in particular, worsening 
territorial and resource disputes along China’s maritime periphery and a deteriorating 
situation on the Korean Peninsula.36 
 
Another important, more recent non-authoritative source in many ways presaged the new 
emphasis on periphery diplomacy expressed in the October 2013 work forum, stressing 
the former of these two negative drivers of change along China’s periphery. It stated: 
“China's relations with neighboring countries that have economic ties in East Asia have 
deteriorated since the escalation of several maritime disputes in the last few years, 
notably the territorial disputes in the South China Sea and the Diaoyu Islands. This new 
development had compelled China to reconsider its peripheral policy.”37 
 
Other non-authoritative sources provide additional details on the economic factors 
influencing the situation along China’s periphery and their relationship to security issues.  
For example, one researcher at the Central Party School cites the challenges presented by 
the frequently cited notion of a “dual structure” or “Asia paradox,” in which dynamic 
economic growth among many countries—of great relevance to China, the region, and 
the world—coexists alongside geopolitical, cultural, and historical complexities and 
tensions that make Asia “one of the most fragile regions in the world for security.”  This 
has led to a situation in which many Asian countries depend increasingly on China for 
economic development, yet continue to receive crucial security assistance from the 
United States—hence the paradox.38  
 
The growing importance and increasingly challenging nature of China’s periphery 
environment has placed a premium on clarifying and strengthening efforts to attain 
certain strategic objectives via Beijing’s periphery diplomacy.  In his remarks to the 
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October 2013 work forum, Xi Jinping stated that periphery diplomacy should strive to: 
  

comprehensively develop relations with peripheral countries; consolidate 
good-neighborliness and friendship; deepen mutually beneficial 
cooperation; maintain and use well the important strategic opportunity 
period of our country's development; safeguard the nation's sovereignty, 
security, [and] development interests; strive to make the political relations 
of peripheral countries with our country even better, the economic links 
with our country even more solid, the security cooperation even more 
deeper, and the people-to-people ties even more closer.39 

 
Echoing Xi, Foreign Minister Wang Yi summed up these objectives as involving the 
search for a periphery environment of “peace, stability, and common development.”40 
 
Similarly, a quasi-authoritative source stresses that China’s periphery diplomacy should 
aim at creating “friendly, peaceful, and prosperous neighborhoods.”41 
 
Among authoritative or quasi-authoritative sources, these largely platitudinous 
descriptions of Chinese goals rarely include specific examples.  However, non-
authoritative sources provide ample cases.  One very notable example is provided by a 
Chinese scholar who states that Beijing’s periphery diplomacy should address four 
distinct goals or aspects. 
 
First, Beijing must maintain peace and stability with neighboring countries, in part by 
seeking “a peaceful solution to the territorial disputes with some of [China’s] neighbors 
through dialogue and consultation,” although the author adds that Beijing “will oppose 
any party’s provocative acts that stir up trouble in the region.”  Second, Beijing must 
develop mutually beneficial cooperation by forming a greater web of “crossed economic 
corridors from south to north and west to east,” thereby “hastening interconnectivity and 
infrastructure construction.”  This apparently relates to the notion of the Silk Road 
economic belts and economic corridors, as mentioned above.  Third, it must enhance 
security in the periphery by creating “a common security circle in neighboring regions,” 
in which China “adhere[s] to a security concept featuring mutual trust, mutual benefit, 
equality, and coordination . . . and positively provide[s] public products for regional 
security.”  Fourth, Beijing should work “to establish a community of common destiny 
and promote friendly exchanges through various channels, cultivate more friends and 
partners, and share weal and woe with them.”42 
 
Another source cites three important elements of Beijing’s approach to the periphery.  
First it should deepen and expand “a new type of great power relationship” and “the 
concept of mutual profit, cooperation, and win-win” not only with the United States, but 
also with other major countries within the periphery, including India, Russia, and Japan. 
 
Second, it should shelve disputes, engage in joint development and promote the so-called 
“bottom line principle.” Third, Beijing should build strategic partnerships and strengthen 
bilateral economic ties.  Together, these initiatives amount to a supposed grand strategy 
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of “‘giving impetus to Asia-Pacific regional economic cooperation,’ and the general line 
of thought can be summed up as ‘seek development through cooperation, maintain 
stability through development.’” 
 
According to this same source, the economic realm involves the Silk Road economic 
belts and other similar initiatives, while the security realm involves what Beijing calls the 
“new security concept,” intended to “give impetus to a kind of pan-regional open- dispel 
their strategic misgivings regarding China in the security field.”43 style comprehensive 
security mechanism, and proceeding to use this mechanism to regulate and explain 
China’s own conduct, so that the relevant member states in the region will 
 
Hence, non-authoritative sources readily recognize that many periphery states are 
concerned about China’s motives and policies and link that development to the increasing 
importance of periphery diplomacy.  
 
Several non-authoritative sources provide additional, very significant reasons for 
Beijing’s new “bottom line principle” of defending sovereignty rights and interests in 
periphery diplomacy.  One analyst explains the need for Beijing to display greater 
“strategic resolve” in this area as reflecting the general problem faced by powers (read 
China) that adhere to an allegedly peace-seeking, defensive-style approach to sovereignty 
and other disputes.  For such powers, “long-term extensive and deep-going pledges of a 
desire for peace…gradual[ly] lower the power's strategic deterrent force” and possibly 
create “a motive…for [others] acquiring interests through opportunist behavior” in the 
belief that the peace-seeking power will not use force to defend its own interests.  Under 
such circumstances, the analyst argues, “harassment of the power or nibbling away at its 
interests, will become more frequent, and may even reach some brazen degrees.”  Hence, 
to this analyst, the existing Chinese policy of “shelving the disputes” might result in 
greater problems over time.44 
 
Other sources similarly point to China’s recent, more assertive behavior toward maritime 
sovereignty disputes as reflecting the need to “bring stability to its peripheral regions.” (!)  
For example, one notable example states that: 
 

since the territorial dispute with the Philippines over Huangyan Island 
broke out in mid-April 2012 . . . China now sees defending rights as a 
priority by which it seeks to maintain stability. China is no longer silent or 
passive when faced with obvious provocations from neighboring 
countries. Instead, it is determined to take action to bring stability to its 
peripheral regions.45 

 
In other words, for some important non-authoritative sources, Beijing’s more assertive 
approach to dealing with disputes along its periphery is a necessary corrective to its 
overall peace-loving approach to other nations, but a corrective that is nonetheless 
intended to stabilize, not disrupt, that critical region.  
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Methods and Challenges of Implementation 
The above examination of definitions, rationales, and goals clearly indicates that Beijing 
will utilize a wide variety of methods and approaches to implement periphery diplomacy, 
including not only traditional interstate diplomatic overtures, but also many initiatives in 
the economic, political, military, and cultural spheres. 
 
In his October 2013 remarks, Xi Jinping laid out the primary means for implementing 
periphery diplomacy.  As suggested above, the economic sphere received a particular 
emphasis.  Xi stated that China is 
 

to make overall arrangements for economy, trade, science and technology, 
financial resources, use well relative advantages, find correct strategic 
converging points to deepen the mutually beneficial cooperation with 
neighboring countries, and actively take part in regional economic 
cooperation . . . ; make common efforts with relevant countries to 
accelerate the pace of infrastructure and connectivity construction; build 
well the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk 
Road . . . ; accelerate the pace of implementing the free trade zone 
strategy, expand trade and investment cooperation space, and establish a 
new setup for regional economic integration . . . ; constantly deepen 
regional financial cooperation, make active arrangements for the 
establishment of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, and perfect the 
regional financial security network . . . [and] the pace of the opening-up of 
border regions should be accelerated, and the mutually beneficial 
cooperation between border regions and peripheral countries should be 
deepened. 
 

In the security realm, Xi emphasized the need to “persist” in promoting the longstanding 
notion of the “new security concept,” centered on the development of “mutual trust, 
mutual benefits, equality, and cooperation” and the ideas of “comprehensive security, 
common security, and cooperative security.”  This should include voluntary participation 
in “regional and sub-regional security cooperation…cooperation mechanisms . . . [and 
efforts to] increase strategic trust.”  He also noted, as mentioned above, the need to 
maintain “the state’s sovereignty,” although he did not specify what methods were to be 
used to achieve that objective (see below for more on this point). 
 
In the social and diplomatic spheres, Xi urged greater efforts “in enhancing publicity 
work in peripheral countries, in public diplomacy, in people-to-people diplomacy, in 
people-to-people exchanges, and in consolidating and expanding the social and popular 
foundation for long-term development of our country's relations with peripheral 
countries.” In all these undertakings, Xi also cited the need “to find the common and 
converging points of interests, persist in a correct concept between justice and profit, in 
principles, in stressing friendship, in emphasizing justice, and in providing more 
assistance to developing countries within our means.”46 
 
Other authoritative figures, such as Premier Li Keqiang, Foreign Minister Wang Yi, and 
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Vice Foreign Minister Liu Zhenmin, have provided additional details on key aspects of 
the implementation of periphery diplomacy.  For example, in addressing the issue of 
justice in relations with developing states (along the periphery and elsewhere), Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi has stated that “sometimes we should even emphasize moral obligation 
and neglect the profits; we should absolutely never solely seek profits and haggle over the 
gains.”47  This point is also made by some non-authoritative sources.48 
 
With regard to sovereignty disputes with periphery neighbors, as noted above, Wang Yi 
and other senior PRC officials have similarly reiterated the general desire to peacefully 
and properly handle such disputes through consultations and talks based on historical 
facts and international law while protecting every inch of Chinese territory and “not 
accept[ing] small countries to kick up a row.”  What the latter remark means is left 
undefined.49  
 
In implementing periphery diplomacy, Wang Yi and other senior Chinese officials, 
including Xi Jinping, have stated that Beijing’s relations with the ASEAN in particular 
constitute the “priority direction” (youxian fangxiang) for China’s periphery diplomacy.  
Premier Li Keqiang said: “On behalf of the Chinese government, I solemnly declare that 
China's good-neighborly policy toward the ASEAN is not a matter of expediency, but a 
long-term strategic option of China. China will firmly prioritize ASEAN member 
countries in the country's peripheral diplomacy, firmly deepen the strategic partnership 
with the ASEAN, and firmly cooperate with the ASEAN to jointly safeguard peace and 
stability in the region, including the South China Sea.”50  This is a clear attempt to 
respond to the concerns expressed by ASEAN states over Chinese behavior.  
 
Although the ASEAN-related occasions surrounding these remarks no doubt called for 
such an emphasis, there is little doubt that Beijing’s relations with Southeast Asia play a 
major role in its efforts to implement the new emphasis on periphery diplomacy, given 
the fact that China’s arguably worsening sovereignty disputes with several ASEAN states 
constitute both a major driver of the initiative and a major challenge to its successful 
implementation. 
 
Both Premier Li and Vice Foreign Minister Liu Zhenmin have made statements that 
address in greater detail how Beijing intends to advance its relations with ASEAN and at 
the same time manage its disputes over territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and 
interests going forward. 
 
Regarding the former, Premier Li Keqiang put forward a seven-point proposal for 
strengthening China-ASEAN relations over the next decade, involving seven new 
initiatives:  
 

First, actively discuss and sign a treaty of good neighborliness, friendship, 
and cooperation between China and the ASEAN states, to provide the 
legal and system backing for China-ASEAN strategic cooperation and 
lead forward the development of the relationship. 
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Second, strengthen exchanges and cooperation in the security field. 
Perfect the China-ASEAN defense chief meeting system, and deepen 
cooperation in nontraditional security fields such as disaster prevention 
and relief, cyber security, cracking down on cross-border crime, and joint 
law enforcement. 
 
Third, launch the negotiations on the upgraded version of the China-
ASEAN free trade area, strive to raise two-way trade to $1 trillion by 
2020, and let the ASEAN states benefit more from China’s economic 
growth through regional integration. 
 
Fourth, speed up interconnectivity infrastructure construction. Expand the 
scope of bilateral currency swaps, expand the pilot projects in settling 
cross-border trade accounts in national currency, reduce the exchange rate 
risks and the cost of settling accounts in regional trade and investment, 
and give good play to the role of the China-ASEAN inter-bank 
association. 
 
Sixth, steadily promote maritime cooperation. Build together the 21st 
Century Maritime Silk Road, and focus on implementing cooperation in 
maritime economy, maritime interconnectivity, environmental protection, 
scientific research, search and rescue, and fishery. 
 
Seventh, bring about closer exchanges in culture, science and technology, 
and environmental protection and consolidate the foundation of friendship 
and cooperation. 

 
However, with regard to the sovereignty disputes with some ASEAN states, Li largely 
reiterated the longstanding general Chinese position, stating that “the immediate 
disputing parties should seek sound solutions through friendly negotiations on the basis 
of respecting historical facts and international laws” and that before a peaceful solution 
has been reached, they should actively promote joint development.  Moreover, any 
negotiations must be bilateral, since “the South China Sea disputes are not an issue 
between China and the ASEAN, and they should not and will not affect the overall 
China-ASEAN cooperation.”  Li reiterated that China will undertake efforts to stabilize 
the general situation through implementation of the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties 
in the South China Sea and the eventual development of a Code of Conduct.51 These 
proposals, and the views toward disputes, largely echoed those made by Liu Zhenmin 
earlier, in August 2013, at a China-ASEAN special foreign minister’s meeting.52 
 
Regarding the implementation of periphery diplomacy in areas other than Southeast Asia, 
comment by authoritative sources before the October 2013 work forum anticipated many 
of the general points made by Xi Jinping at that meeting  and since have tended to repeat 
them, as well as the various points made by other officials with regard to Southeast Asia 
noted above. 
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For example, in April 2011, at the Boao Forum, Hu Jintao delivered general remarks 
about relations with periphery countries across Asia that were quite similar to those 
delivered by Xi over two years later.  He stated: 
 

We will strengthen cooperation with periphery countries on building 
infrastructure for transportation, resource linkages, communications, 
internet etc, to increase the interconnectedness of these areas. China will 
continue to promote cooperation in exchanges with Asian nations in 
tourism, culture, education, youth etc, to deepen the understanding and 
friendship between of the peoples of China and various Asian countries. . . 
. [China] will always place Asia in the primary position of its foreign 
policy, uphold the periphery diplomacy policy of treating neighbors with 
kindness and treating neighbors as partners, actively develop good-
neighborly and mutually beneficial cooperation with various Asian 
countries, and constantly improve mutual understanding and trust. China 
will remain committed to a peaceful resolution of territory and maritime 
rights disputes with neighboring countries via friendly negotiations, play a 
constructive role on regional hotspot issues, actively participate in various 
regional security dialogues and cooperation, and make efforts to preserve 
a regional environment conducive to Asia’s peace and development. China 
will forever be a good neighbor, good friend, and good partner to Asian 
countries.53 

 
Around the time of the 2013 work forum, an MFA spokesperson similarly stated: 
“Distant relatives cannot equal to nearby neighbors, and friendly neighbors mean 
prosperity . . . We are willing to make joint efforts with periphery nations, to 
continuously improve strategic trust, to deepen pragmatic cooperation, and to realize win-
win from mutual benefits and common development.”54 
 
Beyond these general statements, very few authoritative sources provide the kind of 
detailed descriptions of China’s periphery diplomacy and behavior toward other 
individual countries or sub-regions as are found in the case of Southeast Asia.  In 
response to press queries, MFA spokespersons have made disparate references to 
periphery diplomacy in relations with countries in Central and South Asia. For example, 
Beijing’s signing of the Central Asian Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty is described as 
“an important measure that fulfills the principles of periphery diplomacy and deepens 
regional security cooperation, amply demonstrating China’s firm promise to safeguard 
peace, stability, and development in the five Central Asian countries and in the region.” 
Other spokesperson statements suggest that Pakistan is also a “priority direction” in 
China’s periphery diplomacy, and that Beijing is willing to advance border negotiations 
with India as part of its friendly periphery policy.55 
 
That said, the above general statements by Xi Jinping and other senior leaders suggest 
that Beijing’s diplomacy toward not only Southeast Asia, but also Northeast Asia, Central 
Asia, South Asia, Russia, and other periphery areas will in most cases involve attempts to 
leverage China’s growing economic power and influence in order to strengthen and 
expand cooperative interactions, create an integrated web of mutually beneficial 
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economic, social and political ties, and ultimately lower distrust and enhance a sense of 
common security.  Under this framework, the notion of the Silk Road Economic Belt and 
similar economic corridors explicitly seeks to improve interconnectivity and cooperation 
among several sub-regions, in which Sri Lanka and Pakistan have been cited as specific 
South Asian examples.56 
 
In addition, on the political-diplomatic front, authoritative sources often cite the need for 
China to deepen existing strategic cooperative partnerships with major nations on China’s 
periphery. The simultaneous visits to China in October 2013 by the prime ministers of 
Russia, India, and Mongolia were further referred to as “a true portrayal of the advanced 
level of China’s good-neighborly and cooperative relations with periphery countries.”57  
 
Such an ambitious undertaking requires extensive and prolonged direct economic, 
political, and social contact with periphery nations, and even though few authoritative 
statements describe Chinese intentions toward individual states or sub-regions beyond 
Southeast Asia, the pattern of visits by very senior Chinese civilian leaders confirms that 
such contact is part of periphery diplomacy.58 
 
On the military side, Beijing has for a long time stressed “military diplomatic work” as a 
key part of its relations with neighboring nations.  However, what one authoritative 
source described in January 2012 as “new changes in the security situation of the 
neighboring countries” resulted in a particular emphasis on “stabilizing” those countries, 
well before the October 2013 work forum.  This involved extensive visits by senior PLA 
leaders to such countries as Vietnam, Myanmar, Nepal, Singapore, Indonesia, 
Philippines, the DPRK, Pakistan, and India. The visits deployed overall efforts to 
“strengthen strategic communication, further elevate the level of strategic mutual trust 
and reach a general consensus on maintaining regional peace and stability with . . . 
neighboring countries. . . . In terms of the construction of multilateral mechanisms, China 
has actively promoted the construction of regional security mechanism with mutual 
respect, equality and mutual trust, win-win cooperation and openness and inclusiveness 
in a bid to safeguard the common interests of the Asia-Pacific countries.”  Beijing also 
conducted joint drill and training exercises with nearby nations such as Pakistan and 
Indonesia.59 
 
Such activities have arguably intensified in 2012 and 2013, especially after the October 
work forum.  In the roughly nine months since that event, the Chinese military has 
conducted over 80 different types of activities and visits with countries in Northeast, 
Southeast, South, and Central Asia, the South Pacific, and Russia.60 
 
Regarding the handling of China’s sovereignty or resource disputes with countries 
beyond those in Southeast Asia—such as Japan and South Korea—authoritative sources 
do not provide many details on what types of approaches should be employed as part of 
periphery diplomacy. However, as mentioned above, one MFA spokesperson did 
reference Sino-Indian border negotiations as part of China’s periphery policy.61 
 
With regard to Japan, authoritative sources assert, as Wang Yi has done, that “the 
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predicaments in the current Sino-Japanese relations have been triggered and caused by 
the Japanese side and are not what we want to see.”  Hence, the successful handling of 
this dispute requires that Tokyo “sternly face the reality, speak and act discreetly, and 
refrain from redoing things that harm the rights and interests of China's sovereignty.”  In 
this regard, Wang continued, Japan must learn the historical lessons from its militarist 
past, “open up the future,” and “by persistently following the direction of peace . . . gain 
the neighboring nations’ trust.”62 An authoritative military source conveys the same 
message of Japanese fault and applies it not only to Japan, but to all nations with which 
China has disputes over territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and interests.63 
 
In other words, in all these disputes the onus is on the other party, as is the responsibility 
to take actions to successfully manage or resolve them.  Unfortunately, authoritative 
Chinese sources provide no specific indication as to how Beijing might encourage or 
pressure Tokyo or other countries into taking such actions.  
 
Authoritative Chinese sources generally do not take such a hard line toward the handling 
of disputes with other periphery nations, such as India and South Korea.  In fact, such 
sources usually just repeat the desire to “peacefully and properly handle [disputes] 
through equal consultations and talks on the basis of respecting historical facts and of 
international laws,” as indicated above.64 
 
One of the challenges in dealing with these disputes mentioned by authoritative sources is 
the disruptive involvement of “some external forces.”  For example, Liu Zhenmin has 
stated in reference to China-ASEAN disputes that “some external forces with an ulterior 
motive have deliberately exaggerated to misguide public opinion and popular feeling and 
disturb the development of China-ASEAN relations. . . . Involvement of external forces 
not only cannot help solve the problem but also will affect the confidence in dialog and 
cooperation between China and the ASEAN.”65 
 
These remarks presumably refer to the United States, although they could also include 
other states such as Japan in the case of disputes in the South China Sea.  As discussed in 
a previous edition of the Monitor, authoritative sources are more explicit in blaming the 
U.S. for causing the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute with Japan.66 
 
As is often the case regarding other foreign policy topics, non-authoritative Chinese 
sources usually present more details, reflect a greater variation of viewpoints (some 
critical of Chinese policy), and are more blunt in their criticism of other states when 
discussing the methods of implementation and challenges facing Beijing’s peripheral 
diplomacy. 
 
Well before the October 2013 work forum, Chinese analysts were calling for the need for 
a more integrated periphery strategy toward areas such as Central Asia, South Asia, 
Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, and parts of West Asia and the South Pacific.67 
 
In particular, some non-authoritative sources criticized Beijing’s periphery policy for not 
coordinating economic aspects with security dimensions. As Sun Xuefeng (a professor at 
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Tsinghua University) states: 
 

We pay extremely great importance to promoting economic cooperation 
and aid but are not very willing to talk about security issues and resolve 
periphery security issues, and more needs to be done to enhance political 
mutual trust. As a result the dilemma has emerged in which the more that 
periphery diplomacy preserves stability, the less stability there is.68 

 
Such criticisms have not been as evident in the months following the October 2013 work 
forum. 
 
Just before that meeting, one important source cited above identified four major activities 
that Beijing must focus on in implementing peripheral diplomacy:  first, to give priority 
to economics and development “and let every country fully enjoy tangible economic 
benefit brought by cooperation with China”; second, “to respect the dominance of 
regional blocs in the cooperation process” such as ASEAN and the SCO; third, to 
highlight “practical results by grasping things from reality and implementing cooperation 
and showing the results publicly; and fourth, to adhere to “the principle of open 
regionalism . . . to let the fruits of China’s and Asian-Pacific development be enjoyed by 
the whole world.”69  Again, economics is emphasized.  
 
More specifically, other observers cite the development of existing and new diplomatic 
and economic initiatives throughout Northeast, Southeast, South, and Central Asia as 
essential parts of the new periphery diplomacy.  One extensive listing includes “the 
existing China-Russia-India dialogue mechanism, Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 
China and ASEAN (10+1) mechanism, East Asia Summit, the Conference on Interaction 
and Confidence Building Measures in Asia, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), 
and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Regional Bank and Asia Infrastructure 
Investment Bank…the China-Central Asia C and D oil and gas pipelines, China-
Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan Railway, China-Pakistan Highway, and the ‘Golden Corridor’ of 
China-ASEAN High-Speed Railway” as well as the Silk Road economic belts and the 
above-mentioned corridors.70 
 
As with authoritative sources, many non-authoritative Chinese observers particularly 
stress Beijing’s recent positive interactions with Southeast Asian nations and future Sino-
ASEAN relations as a necessary focal point of many of these aspects of periphery 
diplomacy.  One observer confirms the above impression that “Beijing is using economic 
investments to strengthen bilateral relations with countries in Southeast Asia. . . . This 
focus on improving bilateral ties and forging strategic partnerships with key neighbors 
may be one of the most substantial changes in Chinese diplomacy during Xi’s term.”71 
 
While emphasizing the importance of southeast Asia, another Chinese observer cites 
three key factors that any country must observe in order to “win the hearts” of the 
ASEAN states: “First . . . value and trust ASEAN instead of counting on it for help . . . 
Second . . . treat ASEAN as small neighbors, not big powers, by respecting ASEAN, 
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putting oneself in its position, and taking care of its concerns . . . Third . . . turn trouble 
into opportunity for cooperation instead of intensifying conflict.”72 
 
Another observer asserts that “Southeast Asia’s fondness for China is lower than that for 
the United States or even Japan” [!] and somewhat surprisingly calls for Beijing to 
change the  
 

mentality and approach of local bully diplomacy, increasing the effects of 
economic aid while building up an effective mechanism, and formulating 
concrete plans of operation to ensure inclusiveness and avoid going it 
alone.  In military security, we should start with non-conventional 
security, and expand security cooperation with ASEAN, such as Mekong 
river's four-nation patrol mechanism and international cooperation on 
disaster prevention and alleviation, using this to expand the identification 
with the “community of destiny” and China's leadership power.  
Moreover, we should strengthen people-to-people exchanges.73 

 
However, beyond these references to Southeast Asia, other observers also stress Beijing’s 
initiatives toward South and Central Asia (as reflected primarily in the Silk Road 
economic belts and the China-Pakistan and the Bangladesh-China-India-Burma 
Economic Corridors) as key parts of a “move westward” effort designed to “fortify 
peripheral diplomacy and strengthen friendly ties.”  In this manner, China will “fulfill its 
responsibility and perform its duty as a leading regional power . . . and [stabilize] the 
regional security situation.”74 
 
Some non-authoritative Chinese observers interpret Beijing’s new emphasis on periphery 
diplomacy as part of a fundamental shift in the nature of China’s overall foreign policy.  
According to Yan Xuetong, Xi Jinping’s use of the phrase 奋发有为 at the October 2013 
work forum, which he translates as “striving for achievement,” indicates a new approach 
that rejects the past emphasis on cultivating beneficial relations with all nations largely 
for the sake of continued economic growth in favor of a selective strategy of rewarding 
those “who are willing to play a constructive role in China’s rise” while punishing those 
who show hostility toward China. 
 
Yan states: 
 

In the future, China will decisively favor those who side with it with 
economic benefits and even security protections. On the contrary, those 
who are hostile to China will face much more sustained policies of 
sanctions and isolation.75 

 
Yan points to the above-mentioned emphasis in China’s periphery diplomacy on 
developing a web of positive economic ties—via the two “Silk Road” economic belts and 
an economic corridor through India, Myanmar, and Bangladesh—as the primary means 
of “tying up certain nations’ incentives along with China’s development.”  In his view, 
this will eventually “cover a much wider range of strategic elements beyond mere 
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economic interests. A strong political dimension will be a must. Eventually this may even 
extend to providing security guarantees to select countries.”76 
 
Other analysts have similarly concluded that China’s periphery diplomacy reflects a 
broader change in PRC foreign policy.  One again cites 奋发有为, translated in this 
instance as “bracing up and pressing ahead,” to describe China’s diplomacy as signifying 
a shift from the past strategy of four no’s (no making of enemies, no confrontation, no 
hoisting of banners, and no serving as vanguard), to the current strategy of: 
 

three points, one circle, and four banners, meaning the three major 
diplomatic relations (Sino-Russian, Sino-US, and Sino-Japanese 
relations), one circle (the periphery, especially making diplomatic 
breakthrough in the Southeast Asian direction), and four banners (peace, 
development, cooperation, and win-win outcome).77 

 
Several analysts seem to agree with Yan Xuetong that this new approach in foreign 
policy involves efforts to “guide other countries to act in the direction favorable to 
China” while “put[ting] more pressure to bear on the countries that step forward to 
provoke China.”78 
 
As indicated above, in contrast to authoritative sources, many non-authoritative observers 
emphasize the intimate connection between great power diplomacy and periphery 
diplomacy.  Several observers point to the potential instability along China’s periphery 
resulting from the increasingly complex and at times fractious relationships existing 
between China and other major powers, especially the United States.  Hence for these 
observers, it is important for Beijing to focus much of its periphery diplomacy on 
improving relations with the United States, Japan, India, Russia and other powers.79 
 
Unsurprisingly, among these major powers, the relationship with the United States is 
viewed as paramount.  The above-mentioned 2010 CASS report on the situation on 
China’s periphery stated that “as China goes global and the United States returns to Asia, 
the instability in relations between these two powers will cause vibrations in China's 
peripheral region, affecting China's relations with the countries on its periphery.80 
 
In a more confrontational vein, another 2010 source outlined the many ways in which 
Washington is allegedly attempting to deepen its penetration of China’s periphery, in 
large part in order to check Chinese power and influence.81 
 
For many Chinese observers, such U.S. actions, as well as other problems emerging 
along China’s periphery such as maritime territorial disputes, are closely linked to the 
“pivot” or “rebalancing” toward Asia enunciated by the Obama administration in 2009-
2010.  In particular, increased U.S. security involvement in the region has allegedly 
provided impetus for some peripheral states “to make trouble for China over sensitive 
issues such as disputed territory.”82 This is a very common Chinese argument, even 
though maritime territorial disputes had begun to intensify prior to the U.S. rebalancing 
policy.83 
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Some non-authoritative Chinese sources view Beijing’s efforts to improve ties with 
peripheral nations as part of an effort to circumvent or surround the growing and 
threatening U.S. intrusion into the periphery.  One describes Beijing’s approach as “the 
diplomatic application of the strategy of ‘surrounding the cities from the countryside.’”84  
Another observer stresses the positive impact of increasingly important multilateral 
structures and fora on U.S.-China interactions within the periphery, urging Beijing to use 
such multilateral interactions to counter Washington’s strong “agenda-setting power.”85 
 
At the same time, and somewhat surprisingly, other Chinese sources point out that some 
Chinese believe that Beijing also contributes to problems along its periphery and that 
there is no single “villain” behind China’s increasingly challenging periphery 
environment.86 
 
Zhu Feng, a well-known, liberal-minded Chinese international relations scholar, argues 
this: 
 

 [I]t is . . . unhelpful to simply hold the view that the United States is 
trying to push a strategy of containing China.  So long as China can 
remain stable, coherent, and powerful, China’s periphery security situation 
can only tend to develop in a constructive way.  Stabilizing China itself is 
the key to stabilizing China’s periphery.  However, we must squarely face 
the fact that new problems and challenges are appearing in China’s 
periphery security.87  

 
Other Chinese scholars have similarly sought to rebut the notion that problems along 
China’s maritime periphery are largely the result of U.S. actions.88  In line with this view, 
other observers argue for the need “for China, the U.S. and other relevant parties to reach 
a strategic common understanding on the security and stability of the overall regional 
situation and put in place crisis management mechanisms and a security code of conduct 
in the Asia Pacific.”89 
   
Moreover, for one Chinese observer, this more complex situation implies that China 
should not evaluate the smaller countries within the periphery as  
 

either black or white, and either friend or enemy. Most Asian-Pacific 
nations do not want Sino-US relations to be too close lest they are 
controlled by joint Sino-US rule, nor do they want Sino-US relations to be 
too poor lest they are forced to choose side between China and the United 
States. This policy psychology and external behavior of "betting on both 
sides" is understandably normal.90 

  
Many non-authoritative analysts, in contrast to authoritative sources, provide significant 
details on what Beijing has done, and should do, to effectively manage the disputes with 
neighbors over sovereignty and maritime rights and interests.  But both types of sources 
blame “some peripheral countries” as provoking the current tensions over sovereignty 
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issues, thereby “causing a hindrance to China’s entire diplomatic arrangements.”91 
Hence, for both non-authoritative and authoritative sources, the responsibility for 
moderating the disputes is primarily on the other parties, not China.92 
 
As a way of handling these disputes at the broadest and indirect level some analysts point 
to the above-outlined Chinese intent to create across the periphery a web of economic and 
political interests favoring China.  According to such sources, these developments will 
reduce the incentives of other countries to continue to “make trouble for China over 
sensitive issues such as disputed territory.”93 
 
More directly, one analyst approvingly lists a variety of more assertive actions and 
organizational changes already undertaken in periphery diplomacy and related decision 
making that purportedly benefit stability and protect Chinese interests.  These include: a) 
the CCP’s establishment of  “an authoritative leading organ to safeguard maritime rights 
and interests” (presumably meaning the leading small group headed by Xi Jinping)94; b) 
the creation of a state “integrated organ for maritime law enforcement and defense of 
rights”; c) the initiation of “regular law-enforcement patrols in the waters near the Diaoyu 
Islands, thus breaking Japan’s de facto control over the water areas”; d) the establishment 
of Sansha City “to take charge of the security and development of China’s water areas in 
the South China Sea in a unified manner”; e) the furthering of “management and control 
over the water areas surrounding Huangyan Island and Renai Reef, thus enhancing 
China’s de facto presence in the entire South China Sea”; and f) various efforts to deal 
with those states that have disputes with China over maritime rights, including the 
reaching of a “consensus with Brunei on cooperation in developing maritime oil and gas 
resources, [a] tacit understanding with Malaysia, and [success in] prompt[ing] Vietnam to 
walk toward us, thus isolating the Philippines and foiling its scheme to abduct ASEAN 
countries into taking unanimous action against China.”95 
 
Other analysts point to still other actions as key to China’s implementation of its 
peripheral diplomacy, such as the establishment of an East China Sea Air Defense 
Identification Zone (ADIZ) that includes the Diaoyu Islands,96 described by one observer 
as “a measured and restrained response” given Japan’s alleged provocations.97  Yet 
another source stresses the need “to make full use of the China-ASEAN Maritime 
Cooperation Foundation and the Disaster Prevention and Relief Fund to strengthen 
maritime cooperation with the ASEAN countries within the framework of implementing 
the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, to carry out 
cooperation in the domain of maritime law enforcement, [and] to push forward the 
concrete cooperation projects in the building of the Maritime Silk Road in the 21st 
century.98 
 
As for the future handling of these disputes, one source correctly observes that:  
 

The future success of defending rights depends on whether China has 
mastered the art of knowing and discerning which situations require the 
use of diplomacy and which require the use of force. China will benefit by 
taking practical steps with strong determination, which will result in a 
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renewed understanding of China on its periphery. . . . The primary 
objective of the revision of China's peripheral diplomacy centers on the 
question: Should China maintain stability or defend rights?99 

 
Although published before the October 2013 work forum, this same non-authoritative 
source provides perhaps the most detailed and thorough set of strategic recommendations 
and considerations for how Beijing should proceed in dealing with disputes along the 
periphery.  Beijing should: 
 

In the short term, defend rights, strengthen actual control over Huangyan 
island, and break Japan's absolute control over the Diaoyu Islands, which 
stretch over 12 nautical miles. Maintain regular routine patrols, declare 
sovereignty, and prevent Southeast Asian countries from forming a 
“united front against China” on the South China Sea issue. In the mid-
term, greatly enhance the ability of China to independently develop 
maritime resources. Develop the marine economy, and build up China's 
maritime power. A fight over resources is at the core of the maritime 
disputes. Large scale, substantial development is conducive to exerting 
pressure on respective countries, as this is a way to invite them to jointly 
develop with China. Increase China's chances to succeed; reduce the loss 
of larger scale limited resources; increase China's energy supply; and 
boost China's international competitiveness in oil and gas fields. In the 
long term, explore new ideas to solve maritime disputes. If China is 
blinded by a particular theory or vision, it will become powerless to 
identify patterns of complex issues, and fail to recognize obvious mistakes 
and contradictions. 
 
. . . try not to get involved in any fights over sovereignty. If possible, 
maintain the status quo on the disputed islands and reefs, and focus on 
common interest in the development of oil, gas, and other natural 
resources. Ensure that islands with military value are not transferred to 
other parties, which may present security threats to China. . . . properly 
handle relations among major powers, explore new venues for 
cooperation, and avoid being “kidnapped” by members of a third party. . . 
. The stability of China’s periphery is becoming increasingly inseparable 
from its relations to major powers, especially the stability of U.S.-China 
relations.100  

 
This assessment is by and large in line with existing Chinese policy toward the 
sovereignty and resource disputes along the periphery.   
 
 
Evaluations and Implications 
 
The above examination of Chinese views on periphery diplomacy confirms that this 
aspect of Beijing’s foreign policy has emerged as a major priority for a variety of reasons. 
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Some are long-term and largely associated with the pattern of China’s outward-oriented 
economic development and growing political presence, while others are more recent and 
linked most notably with growing tensions over territorial sovereignty and resource 
disputes with nearby states and secondarily (according to some sources) events on the 
Korean Peninsula.   
 
The latter factors, more than anything else, are viewed by many Chinese, either implicitly 
or explicitly, as constituting the main driver for a new emphasis on and approach to 
periphery diplomacy.  Hence, even though some non-authoritative sources define the 
realm of Beijing’s periphery diplomacy as encompassing vast regions extending well 
beyond nearby countries and incorporating a very wide variety of diplomatic activities, it 
is evident that on an authoritative level Beijing’s periphery diplomacy—at least over the 
near to medium term—is designed to address the increasingly challenging security 
environment along China’s immediate (especially maritime) region, centered on the 
views and actions of neighboring nations.  That said, for at least some authoritative 
sources, this challenging environment also involves relations with some major powers 
involved in this nearby region, especially the United States. 
 
As noted in the introduction, the key challenge confronting China’s diplomacy toward the 
periphery region therefore focuses on how to craft and implement an integrated strategy 
that simultaneously maintains and expands existing positive and beneficial, long-term 
relations with periphery nations and organizations (and involved powers such as the 
United States), while more effectively protecting and advancing China’s sovereignty 
interests.  
 
While not explicitly identified as such in authoritative sources, many Chinese observers 
readily recognize this challenge.  Moreover, for some observers, it is linked to certain 
weaknesses in China’s periphery diplomacy, such as coordinating between economic and 
security objectives, and the inability to reverse an image of China as a threat to periphery 
states.   
 
That said, the above analysis also indicates that both similarities and differences exist 
among Chinese observers as to how Beijing can best meet this challenge.  By and large, 
both authoritative and non-authoritative sources stress fairly longstanding and well-
known approaches that simultaneously involve the deepening of mutually beneficial 
political and especially economic ties and interactions with periphery states and related 
multilateral organizations, alongside continued efforts to consult and negotiate with 
individual disputants. 
 
Many Chinese sources, and especially authoritative ones, stress the positive elements of 
such periphery diplomacy, involving, for example, the development of new economic ties 
through the Silk Road Economic Belt and economic corridor concepts, and the desire to 
manage periphery disputes in a peaceful manner.  Nevertheless, few (if any) sources of 
any type argue that China should exercise greater restraint than in the past regarding 
those disputes in order to reinforce overall good will.  And no Chinese sources that we 
have identified advocates submitting disputes to international judicial authorities or 
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placing them under the purview of multilateral security organizations or processes.  They 
are to be managed or resolved by Beijing in interaction with individual disputants. 
 
Instead of advocating restraint, and despite a recognition that many periphery countries 
hold a more negative image of China as a result of the disputes, many if not most sources 
argue that now and in the future China should exercise greater “strategic resolve” in a 
variety of ways to protect its sovereignty and resource interests.  And authoritative 
military sources in particular stress the need to show unflinching resolve.  This is 
probably the most significant difference between military and civilian sources with 
regard to periphery diplomacy, although it is not much of a difference.  Overall, the need 
to show greater resolve toward periphery disputes arguably constitutes the most 
important new element in China’s periphery diplomacy overall. 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, non-authoritative sources and by implication some authoritative 
sources argue that such greater resolve or assertiveness will increase, not decrease, 
stability along China’s periphery, most often by clearly showing to both rival claimants 
and others that no one will be allowed to take advantage of Beijing’s general policy of 
peace and consultation to engage in provocative behavior.  
 
This latter point reflects another common viewpoint shared by both authoritative and 
non-authoritative sources: the tensions over sovereignty and resource issues with China 
have been caused and exacerbated by other parties, either directly (in the case of the 
disputants themselves) or indirectly, in the case of the United States and Japan (the latter 
concerning the South China Sea disputes).  Although few if any nations would publicly 
acknowledge that they might be to blame for sovereignty disputes, Chinese sources are 
especially adamant on this point, which contributes to a fervent level of self-
righteousness.101 
 
The involvement of Washington and Tokyo in these disputes is almost uniformly seen as 
unhelpful at best, and fundamentally disruptive and threatening at worst.  Indeed, 
although authoritative sources usually avoid making such an explicit connection, many 
other Chinese sources believe that increased U.S. involvement in China’s periphery 
disputes encourages or permits other claimants to “make trouble.”  This is a common 
Chinese refrain noted in previous articles in the Monitor.102 
 
Given such challenging circumstances, for Chinese analysts, the key to a strategy of 
continued or greater resolve is of course to determine what ways Beijing can best show 
resolve without exacerbating China’s larger interests in the peaceful development of the 
periphery and precipitating a sharp confrontation with the United States.  In this regard, 
no Chinese observer explicitly argues in favor of China acting militarily to resolve its 
sovereignty disputes either now or over the long term.  Virtually all observers stress the 
desire to maintain a peaceful approach indefinitely, while implying that China certainly 
will not forgo any use of force if necessary, especially to prevent a loss of claimed 
territory. 
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At the same time, many authoritative and non-authoritative sources endorse what many 
foreign observers regard as provocative and unhelpful measures, such as Beijing’s 
physical challenge to Japanese administrative authority over the Senkaku-Diaoyu Islands, 
the establishment of the East China Sea ADIZ, and the creation of new administrative 
structures such as the Sansha City authorities.  These are usually seen as necessary and, 
for some sources, restrained reactions to the provocations of others.103  It is notable that 
few if any Chinese sources criticize any of these actions. 
 
Some non-authoritative Chinese sources view Beijing’s supposedly justifiable resort to 
more assertive measures on periphery disputes as part of a larger change in China’s 
foreign policy toward a selective application of rewards and punishment toward countries 
that support or oppose vital Chinese interests.  While this is not confirmed by 
authoritative sources, it is a common enough assessment among Chinese observers to 
suggest that many government officials probably share the belief that in general Beijing 
should increasingly utilize its growing economic, political and even military power at the 
very least to discourage (if not punish) other powers, and to shape their perceptions, so 
that they do not oppose or obstruct Chinese interests.  Indeed, it would be surprising if 
Beijing did not follow such a path, while seeking to strengthen positive relationships.  
Most nations would do the same. 
 
In fact, in addition to the general emphasis on taking a more assertive stance toward 
territorial and other disputes, the other main feature of Beijing’s new periphery 
diplomacy is the emphasis on using China’s growing economic clout to develop an 
enduring, integrated set of relationships with periphery states that will eventually alter 
their incentive structure in ways that benefit China and themselves.  This undertaking—
centered on the creation of the Silk Road economic belts, economic corridors, major 
infrastructure investments, oil pipelines, and other transnational or regional development 
projects—is usually cast in positive terms by authoritative and some non-authoritative 
sources as an effort to build and deepen positive-sum, mutually beneficial development 
ties.  That said, as we have seen, several non-authoritative sources emphasize the 
importance of such undertakings in an overall effort to create a set of positive and 
negative inducements for other states to not “make trouble for China.”104  For some such 
observers, this changed environment could and should eventually result in new security 
arrangements that favor China, as well as in clearer, more determined efforts to punish 
wrong-doing as defined by Beijing.   
 
It is tempting to conclude from such apparent desires and intentions that most Chinese, 
and hence probably the Chinese leadership, view the new periphery diplomacy not only 
as a more effective way of balancing the potentially conflicting goals of cooperative 
development and the defense of sovereignty, but also as a means of challenging the 
current U.S.-led security order in the Asia-Pacific.  At the same time, it is important to 
keep in mind that while undoubtedly suspicious of U.S. intentions, some Chinese 
observers reject the idea that Beijing’s problems along its periphery are due primarily to 
the United States and the U.S.-led security order.  More importantly, several observers 
also imply, if not outright argue, that the only viable long-term environment for China’s 
periphery and the Asia-Pacific region is one that involves a more cooperative Sino-U.S. 
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relationship.  This fact, and the absence of overtly confrontational rhetoric toward the 
U.S. in authoritative commentary on periphery diplomacy, suggests that Beijing does not 
necessarily regard its relations with periphery states as part of a zero-sum competition 
with Washington.   
 
For Washington, Chinese views toward periphery diplomacy thus imply several 
challenges and some opportunities.  Arguably the greatest challenge resides in China’s 
self-righteous stance toward periphery disputes, its general self-image as a restrained and 
defensive power reacting to the provocations of others, and its tendency to view the U.S. 
as a meddling power.  As discussed in previous issues of the Monitor, these and other 
features increase the chances of more dangerous crises along China’s periphery that could 
draw in the United States.105  But Chinese incentives to employ forceful or other 
threatening means to handle its periphery disputes are not high and immutable.  They 
must be weighed by China’s leaders against the many economic, political, and security 
incentives that Beijing has, and will continue to have, to avoid scaring periphery states 
into the arms of the United States and into an arms race with China.  Hence, they are still 
subject to outside influence. 
 
For many foreign observers, this simply means that Beijing’s resulting strategy toward 
the periphery will consist of efforts to develop increasingly strong economic and political 
incentives for others to submit to Chinese demands on many issues, while engaging in an 
aggressive variety of “salami tactics” toward various disputes that involves persistent 
low-level intimidation and the incremental seizure of territory where possible.  If the 
Chinese were clearly committed to a larger zero-sum strategy of dominating Asia and 
confronting the U.S. from an assured position of growing strength and saw the resolution 
of its sovereignty disputes with other nations as its top priority in periphery diplomacy, 
such a strategy might make sense.  But this and previous Monitor articles cited earlier 
suggest that Beijing has not made such a commitment, does not possess such confidence 
at present, and does not view the resolution of these disputes as a top priority.  As many 
Chinese sources assert, Beijing requires an open economic system in Asia and along its 
periphery and reasonably cooperative relations with periphery powers who are not scared 
or intimidated into compliance and with the United States.  Hence, while it certainly 
wants to improve its position along its periphery and with respect to territorial disputes, it 
also wants to create a genuinely positive environment for its neighbors, so that it can 
continue to generate positive economic and political results.  
 
This incentive and its underlying emphasis on economic development ties provide an 
opportunity for Washington and its allies and friends.  Initiatives such as the Trans 
Pacific Partnership (TPP) and other transnational economic undertakings that offer the 
prospect of using U.S. economic strengths to benefit periphery nations, including China, 
should be combined where possible with Chinese notions of regional development.  Such 
a deeper level of U.S.-involved regional economic integration could create more 
incentives for Beijing to exercise restraint in handling potentially disruptive issues such 
as sovereignty disputes than to use its growing economic capabilities to manipulate or 
punish others. Ideally, this effort should also include greater American investment in the 
kinds of infrastructure and other projects that would benefit many periphery states.  
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However, such undertakings are unlikely as long as the U.S. remains unable to recover 
fully from its current economic difficulties.   
 
Aside from focusing on such positive dimensions of China’s periphery diplomacy, how 
can Washington more directly increase Chinese incentives to exercise restraint toward its 
disputes with periphery states, especially when most Chinese believe that showing greater 
resolve is necessary and that Beijing is already exercising considerable restraint?  
Beijing’s overall desire to avoid an outright use of force toward periphery disputes 
clearly suggests that Washington will probably continue to face few obstacles in its 
efforts to discourage such Chinese behavior, assuming other claimants do not first 
employ outright force themselves.  However, attempts at coercive behavior are a different 
case.  As the above analysis indicates, Beijing is committed to discouraging what it 
regards as unacceptable provocations, using  coercive means if necessary.  Thus, 
Washington should show clearly and convincingly that it is every bit as opposed to the 
provocative actions of other disputants as it is to those of China.  While remaining clear 
about its intent to assist directly in the defense of allies if attacked by China, Washington 
also must decide how vital it is to American interests in Asia to prevent any non-violent 
Chinese coercion of rival disputants and how far it is willing to go in that effort.  If the 
U.S. incorrectly assumes that Beijing’s periphery diplomacy—and hence its actions 
toward periphery disputes—are part of a larger strategy aimed at achieving regional 
dominance through aggressive means, then the resulting U.S. response to future Chinese 
coercion (along with any Chinese actions that result in apparent gains in sovereignty 
disputes) will almost certainly lock in a spiral of escalating confrontations with Beijing 
and ultimately, a zero-sum competition for dominance in Asia.  To avoid such an 
eminently avoidable outcome, Washington must develop a periphery strategy that creates 
a deepening pattern of mutual incentives with Beijing to emphasize the positive, 
developmental aspects of periphery diplomacy, while in the process diminishing the 
importance and relevance of the surrounding disputes.  This is no easy task.   
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